
BackgroundBackground There are few studies ofThere are few studies of

mental ill health among youngpeople inmental ill health among youngpeople in

developingcountries.developingcountries.

AimsAims Tomeasure the prevalence ofTomeasure the prevalence of

commonmental disorders amonglow-commonmental disorders amonglow-

incomeyoungpeople in the cityof Cali,incomeyoungpeople inthe cityof Cali,

Colombia and to examine associationsColombia and to examine associations

withviolence and social capital.withviolence and social capital.

MethodMethod The Self-ReportingThe Self-Reporting

Questionnairewas administered to1057Questionnairewas administered to1057

youngpeople aged15^25 years.Socialyoungpeople aged15^25 years.Social

capital, violence, alcoholism and socio-capital, violence, alcoholismand socio-

demographic variableswere alsodemographic variableswere also

measured.measured.

ResultsResults We found 255 youngpeopleWe found 255 youngpeople

(24%) with commonmental disorders.(24%) with commonmental disorders.

Beingawoman, havinglimited educationBeingawoman, having limited education

and experiencinghigh levels of violenceand experiencinghigh levels of violence

were themainrisk factors forcommonwere themainrisk factors for common

mental disorders.Social capital didnotmental disorders.Social capital didnot

emerge as a risk factor.emerge as a risk factor.

ConclusionsConclusions Alarge burden ofmentalAlarge burden ofmental

ill health among youngpeoplewas found;ill health among youngpeoplewas found;

this requires urgent interventions andthis requires urgent interventions and

more research onthemechanismswhichmore research onthemechanismswhich

linkmentalhealth andviolence.linkmentalhealth andviolence.
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‘Thereremains a needto furtherincreaseunder-‘Thereremains a needto furtherincreaseunder-
standing of the critical factors and influencesstanding of the critical factors and influences
which contribute to young people’s mentalwhich contribute to young people’s mental
health.’ (Donaldhealth.’ (Donald et alet al, 2000), 2000)

Although the heavy burden of mental illAlthough the heavy burden of mental ill

health in developing countries has beenhealth in developing countries has been

recognised (World Health Organization,recognised (World Health Organization,

1994), there are few studies on the mental1994), there are few studies on the mental

health of young people. In a number of de-health of young people. In a number of de-

veloping countries, political and economicveloping countries, political and economic

conflict creates violent situations for youngconflict creates violent situations for young

people in both the public and privatepeople in both the public and private

spheres. This paper focuses upon onespheres. This paper focuses upon one

such area: Cali, Colombia. It presents thesuch area: Cali, Colombia. It presents the

prevalence of mental ill health amongprevalence of mental ill health among

low-income young people and examineslow-income young people and examines

associations with socio-demographicassociations with socio-demographic

factors, social capital, alcoholism andfactors, social capital, alcoholism and

violence. The hypotheses were that experi-violence. The hypotheses were that experi-

ence and perceptions of violence wereence and perceptions of violence were

directly associated with common mentaldirectly associated with common mental

disorders in young people, and that socialdisorders in young people, and that social

capital was inversely associated withcapital was inversely associated with

common mental disorders.common mental disorders.

METHODMETHOD

Cali is one of the major cities in Colombia,Cali is one of the major cities in Colombia,

with a population of approximately twowith a population of approximately two

million. It is a city in profound economicmillion. It is a city in profound economic

crisis, and has great inequalities across itscrisis, and has great inequalities across its

21 boroughs. The focus of the current study21 boroughs. The focus of the current study

is the large very poor area located on theis the large very poor area located on the

eastern fringe of the city and known aseastern fringe of the city and known as

Aguablanca. This area has a population ofAguablanca. This area has a population of

around 500 000. The city, and particularlyaround 500 000. The city, and particularly

Aguablanca, has high homicide rates. InAguablanca, has high homicide rates. In

2001, Cali’s homicide rate was 90 per2001, Cali’s homicide rate was 90 per

100 000 (Observatorio Social, 2003). Cali’s100 000 (Observatorio Social, 2003). Cali’s

young people are particular victims of thisyoung people are particular victims of this

violence. In 2002, 44% of the city’s homi-violence. In 2002, 44% of the city’s homi-

cide victims were aged between 15 and 25cide victims were aged between 15 and 25

years (the age range of this study) (Observa-years (the age range of this study) (Observa-

torio Social, 2003). In Aguablanca, the un-torio Social, 2003). In Aguablanca, the un-

employment rate is approximately 25%,employment rate is approximately 25%,

28% live in poverty (defined as less than28% live in poverty (defined as less than

US$3.20 per person per day), and aroundUS$3.20 per person per day), and around

30% of the total population of the borough30% of the total population of the borough

are between 10 and 24 years of ageare between 10 and 24 years of age

(Municipality of Cali, 2000).(Municipality of Cali, 2000).

As this research was part of a quasi-As this research was part of a quasi-

experimental intervention study, the sam-experimental intervention study, the sam-

pling was based on expected reductions inpling was based on expected reductions in

prevalence of key variables. Using a formu-prevalence of key variables. Using a formu-

la for the comparison of two proportionsla for the comparison of two proportions

and given the possibility of cluster effectsand given the possibility of cluster effects

and refusals, a final sample size of 1168and refusals, a final sample size of 1168

was arrived at by assuming: a prevalencewas arrived at by assuming: a prevalence

of key violence variables of 50% (as isof key violence variables of 50% (as is

the practice of CISALVA, the Violencethe practice of CISALVA, the Violence

Research Institute of the University ofResearch Institute of the University of

Valle, Cali); objectives of 10% reductionValle, Cali); objectives of 10% reduction

in the incidence of violence; and 30%in the incidence of violence; and 30%

reduction in perceptions of violence (Stat-reduction in perceptions of violence (Stat-

Calc software, version 5.4 for Windows;Calc software, version 5.4 for Windows;

AcaStat Software, Ashburn, Virginia,AcaStat Software, Ashburn, Virginia,

USA). Neighbourhood maps indicatingUSA). Neighbourhood maps indicating

dwellings were obtained from the city plan-dwellings were obtained from the city plan-

ning department. After field visits to updatening department. After field visits to update

the maps, clusters of 20 dwellings werethe maps, clusters of 20 dwellings were

marked on the map; 116 clusters were ran-marked on the map; 116 clusters were ran-

domly selected. If an eligible respondentdomly selected. If an eligible respondent

(15–25 years old who had lived in the(15–25 years old who had lived in the

borough for at least 1 year) did not resideborough for at least 1 year) did not reside

in the selected dwelling, the dwelling nextin the selected dwelling, the dwelling next

door was approached until a young persondoor was approached until a young person

within the selected age range was found. Inwithin the selected age range was found. In

each eligible dwelling, only one young per-each eligible dwelling, only one young per-

son was interviewed. In dwellings whereson was interviewed. In dwellings where

more than one eligible person was resident,more than one eligible person was resident,

the respondent was selected randomly bythe respondent was selected randomly by

choosing the one whose first name beganchoosing the one whose first name began

with a letter closest to the start of thewith a letter closest to the start of the

alphabet. There was a 4% refusal rate,alphabet. There was a 4% refusal rate,

and a further 65 questionnaires were notand a further 65 questionnaires were not

administered because an upsurge inadministered because an upsurge in

violence in the area threatened the safetyviolence in the area threatened the safety

of the field staff.of the field staff.

Interviewers were male and femaleInterviewers were male and female

local residents (from outside the study area)local residents (from outside the study area)

and over 18 years of age. The 37 inter-and over 18 years of age. The 37 inter-

viewers were trained for 4 days and wereviewers were trained for 4 days and were

monitoredmonitored by 15 supervisors. Interviews (inby 15 supervisors. Interviews (in

Spanish) were conducted in private in theSpanish) were conducted in private in the

respondent’srespondent’s home in 2002.home in 2002.

Probable cases of common mentalProbable cases of common mental

disorders (sometimes referred to as mentaldisorders (sometimes referred to as mental

ill health below) were measured by the Self-ill health below) were measured by the Self-

Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ–20) recom-Reporting Questionnaire (SRQ–20) recom-

mended by the World Health Organizationmended by the World Health Organization

for assessing the prevalence of depressionfor assessing the prevalence of depression

and anxiety at the community level, whereand anxiety at the community level, where

diagnoses of specific illness are not requireddiagnoses of specific illness are not required

(World Health Organization, 1994). The(World Health Organization, 1994). The

instrument, which consists of 20 ‘yes orinstrument, which consists of 20 ‘yes or

no’ questions, was administered by anno’ questions, was administered by an

interviewer, as it was anticipated thatinterviewer, as it was anticipated that

literacy rates might be low among someliteracy rates might be low among some
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young people. Researchers had previouslyyoung people. Researchers had previously

determined a cut-off point of 7/8 for thedetermined a cut-off point of 7/8 for the

SRQ–20 in Armero, Colombia (LimaSRQ–20 in Armero, Colombia (Lima et alet al,,

1991). As this cut-off point was validated1991). As this cut-off point was validated

against DSM–III (American Psychiatricagainst DSM–III (American Psychiatric

Association, 1980), it was used in theAssociation, 1980), it was used in the

current study. Although the validation incurrent study. Although the validation in

Armero was in the context of a disaster,Armero was in the context of a disaster,

the 7/8 cut-off has also emerged in numer-the 7/8 cut-off has also emerged in numer-

ous other studies using the SRQ–20 amongous other studies using the SRQ–20 among

low income, urban populations in Latinlow income, urban populations in Latin

America (HarphamAmerica (Harpham et alet al, 2003)., 2003).

A wide range of socio-demographic,A wide range of socio-demographic,

social capital and violence variables wassocial capital and violence variables was

also measured. The violence measurementalso measured. The violence measurement

tool was based on the ACTIVA question-tool was based on the ACTIVA question-

naire applied in many cities in Latinnaire applied in many cities in Latin

America (Orpinas, 1999). Questions cover:America (Orpinas, 1999). Questions cover:

norms regarding violence inside and outsidenorms regarding violence inside and outside

the home; the respondent’s perpetration ofthe home; the respondent’s perpetration of

violence against children, within the familyviolence against children, within the family

and against a partner; being a victim andand against a partner; being a victim and

witness of violence outside the home; thewitness of violence outside the home; the

respondent’s perpetration of violencerespondent’s perpetration of violence

against non-household members; andagainst non-household members; and

consequences of violence in terms of feel-consequences of violence in terms of feel-

ings of insecurity and precautions taken.ings of insecurity and precautions taken.

The social capital instrument drew onThe social capital instrument drew on

various sources, including the Social Capi-various sources, including the Social Capi-

tal Assessment Tool (developed by thetal Assessment Tool (developed by the

World Bank, Krishna & Schrader, 1999)World Bank, Krishna & Schrader, 1999)

and the World Values Survey (http://and the World Values Survey (http://

www.worldvaluessurvey.org). Questionswww.worldvaluessurvey.org). Questions

were designed to assess different dimen-were designed to assess different dimen-

sions of social capital, including: trust insions of social capital, including: trust in

institutions, the wider community andinstitutions, the wider community and

immediate neighbours and friends; per-immediate neighbours and friends; per-

ceptions of social cohesion concerningceptions of social cohesion concerning

neighbourly unity and mutual respect;neighbourly unity and mutual respect;

perceptions of solidarity involving supportperceptions of solidarity involving support

and reciprocity; perceptions of informaland reciprocity; perceptions of informal

social control, meaning willingness andsocial control, meaning willingness and

capacity to participate in collective actioncapacity to participate in collective action

for communal benefit; and perception offor communal benefit; and perception of

civic participation. Social capital wascivic participation. Social capital was

measured at the individual level, not themeasured at the individual level, not the

ecological level. Attitudinal or perceptionecological level. Attitudinal or perception

variables were measured by a five-pointvariables were measured by a five-point

Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly dis-Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly dis-

agree’ to ‘strongly agree’. Behavioural vari-agree’ to ‘strongly agree’. Behavioural vari-

ables were coded ‘never’, ‘once’ or ‘moreables were coded ‘never’, ‘once’ or ‘more

than once’ in relation to a specific recallthan once’ in relation to a specific recall

period (for example, ‘in the past year’).period (for example, ‘in the past year’).

The CAGE instrument was used to testThe CAGE instrument was used to test

probable alcoholism. Validated in Spain,probable alcoholism. Validated in Spain,

CAGE consists of four simple binaryCAGE consists of four simple binary

questions combined to form a scale inquestions combined to form a scale in

which answering positively to more thanwhich answering positively to more than

one item is defined as a ‘high probabilityone item is defined as a ‘high probability

of alcoholism’ or a ‘case’. The instrumentof alcoholism’ or a ‘case’. The instrument

has high sensitivity (65–100%) and speci-has high sensitivity (65–100%) and speci-

ficity (88–100%) (Martin Centeno &ficity (88–100%) (Martin Centeno &

Ojano, 2001). It is named CAGE becauseOjano, 2001). It is named CAGE because

of the four items incorporated: cuttingof the four items incorporated: cutting

down drinking; annoyance at others’down drinking; annoyance at others’

concern about drinking; guilt about drink-concern about drinking; guilt about drink-

ing; and needing an eye-opener in theing; and needing an eye-opener in the

morning.morning.

Reliability was tested by reapplyingReliability was tested by reapplying

questionnaires to 5% of respondents withinquestionnaires to 5% of respondents within

2 days, using different interviewers. Spear-2 days, using different interviewers. Spear-

man’s correlation coefficient indicated thatman’s correlation coefficient indicated that

a good level of reliability had beena good level of reliability had been

achieved; 70% of items had coefficientsachieved; 70% of items had coefficients

440.70 with the following differences0.70 with the following differences

between sections of the questionnaire: inbetween sections of the questionnaire: in

the social capital instrument 67% ofthe social capital instrument 67% of

items had a coefficientitems had a coefficient 440.70, in the vio-0.70, in the vio-

lence instrulence instrument 97% of items had a coeffi-ment 97% of items had a coeffi-

cientcient 440.70, for mental health 70% of items0.70, for mental health 70% of items

werewere 440.70 and for CAGE 75% were0.70 and for CAGE 75% were

440.70.0.70.

Factor analysis was used on the violenceFactor analysis was used on the violence

and social capital variables, respectively. Inand social capital variables, respectively. In

the social capital factor analysis, groupthe social capital factor analysis, group

membership was not included, as the dimen-membership was not included, as the dimen-

sion consisted of only one item (number ofsion consisted of only one item (number of

non-violent groups participated in). Whennon-violent groups participated in). When

a variable was measured by a Likert scale,a variable was measured by a Likert scale,

if 80% or more of the sample fell withinif 80% or more of the sample fell within

the ‘strongly agree/agree’ or ‘strongly dis-the ‘strongly agree/agree’ or ‘strongly dis-

agree/disagree’ categories then the item wasagree/disagree’ categories then the item was

excluded owing to non-discriminatoryexcluded owing to non-discriminatory

power.power.

The association of demographic fac-The association of demographic fac-

tors, social capital factors and violencetors, social capital factors and violence

factors with common mental disorderfactors with common mental disorder

(case/non-case) was examined by logistic(case/non-case) was examined by logistic

regressions.regressions.

The research also included 16 focusThe research also included 16 focus

groups of young people from 15 to 25 yearsgroups of young people from 15 to 25 years

interviewed in Spanish in early 2004. Focusinterviewed in Spanish in early 2004. Focus

groups were divided by age and led by pro-groups were divided by age and led by pro-

fessionals experienced in working withfessionals experienced in working with

young people. For reasons of sensitivity,young people. For reasons of sensitivity,

discussions did not concentrate on the men-discussions did not concentrate on the men-

tal health of the participants but rather ontal health of the participants but rather on

their views of social capital and violencetheir views of social capital and violence

in the family and neighbourhood.in the family and neighbourhood.

RESULTSRESULTS

The overall prevalence of common mentalThe overall prevalence of common mental

disorders was 24% (255/1057). Tables 1,disorders was 24% (255/1057). Tables 1,

2 and 3 show the percentage of probable2 and 3 show the percentage of probable

cases and non-cases of common mental dis-cases and non-cases of common mental dis-

orders in relation to socio-demographicorders in relation to socio-demographic

variables and alcohol misuse, social capitalvariables and alcohol misuse, social capital

and violence variables, respectively. Tablesand violence variables, respectively. Tables

2 and 3 also indicate which variables2 and 3 also indicate which variables

(items) went into which factors in the factor(items) went into which factors in the factor

analyses of social capital and violence.analyses of social capital and violence.

Logistic regressionLogistic regression

Table 4 presents the results of the logisticTable 4 presents the results of the logistic

regression.regression.

Model 1Model 1

In the first model, only demographic vari-In the first model, only demographic vari-

ables and alcohol use were entered. Theables and alcohol use were entered. The

population categories most at risk ofpopulation categories most at risk of

common mental disorders are women,common mental disorders are women,

those with low education, those workingthose with low education, those working

in the informal sector (i.e. in irregular, inse-in the informal sector (i.e. in irregular, inse-

cure, often unskilled employment) andcure, often unskilled employment) and

those with alcoholthose with alcohol misuse.misuse.

Model 2: adding social capitalModel 2: adding social capital

Social capital factors (see Table 2) and theSocial capital factors (see Table 2) and the

group membership scale were added intogroup membership scale were added into

the second model. The criterion for entrythe second model. The criterion for entry

((PP value) was also changed from 0.05 tovalue) was also changed from 0.05 to

0.06, slightly decreasing the confidence0.06, slightly decreasing the confidence

level. Alcoholism dropped out, and cominglevel. Alcoholism dropped out, and coming

from outside Cali and living in inadequatefrom outside Cali and living in inadequate

housing entered the model as risk factors.housing entered the model as risk factors.

People who had high levels of ‘thin trust’People who had high levels of ‘thin trust’

(general trust in people from the neighbour-(general trust in people from the neighbour-

hood, as opposed to ‘thick trust’ whichhood, as opposed to ‘thick trust’ which

refers to a concentration of trust among arefers to a concentration of trust among a

few specific people) were found to be lessfew specific people) were found to be less

likely to suffer from mental healthlikely to suffer from mental health

problems. Socio-demographic risk factorsproblems. Socio-demographic risk factors

remained the same as in model 1.remained the same as in model 1.

16 2162

Table1Table1 Probable cases (Probable cases (nn¼255) and non-cases255) and non-cases

((nn¼802) of commonmental disorders in relation to802) of commonmental disorders in relation to

socio-demographic variables and alcoholmisusesocio-demographic variables and alcoholmisuse

Socio-demographics/Socio-demographics/

alcohol misusealcohol misuse

Non-casesNon-cases

%%

CasesCases

%%

WomenWomen 5151 7777

15^20 years old15^20 years old 6969 7777

ReligiousReligious 2626 2525

Have childrenHave children 3333 4141

In no fixed employmentIn no fixed employment 8484 9191

Not completedNot completed

secondary schoolsecondary school

6767 7777

Overcrowded housingOvercrowded housing11 8383 7878

Female-headed householdFemale-headed household 3737 4040

Family fromCaliFamily fromCali 5656 5252

Alcohol misuseAlcoholmisuse 1515 2121

1.Measuredby threepeople ormore sleeping per room.1.Measuredby threepeople ormore sleeping per room.
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Model 3: adding violenceModel 3: adding violence

Model 3 incorporates all the violenceModel 3 incorporates all the violence

factors (see Table 3). Housing quality andfactors (see Table 3). Housing quality and

thin trust (the only significant social capitalthin trust (the only significant social capital

factor) dropped out. Being a woman, hav-factor) dropped out. Being a woman, hav-

ing a low level of education, earning aing a low level of education, earning a

living in the informal sector (as opposedliving in the informal sector (as opposed

to the formal sector), and being a migrantto the formal sector), and being a migrant

remained as risk factors. Three violenceremained as risk factors. Three violence

itemsitems entered as risk factors: being aentered as risk factors: being a

victim of neighbourhood violence, exper-victim of neighbourhood violence, exper-

iencingiencing violence in the family and sufferingviolence in the family and suffering

the consequences of violence.the consequences of violence.

SummarySummary

The models demonstrate that being aThe models demonstrate that being a

woman, having a low level of educationwoman, having a low level of education

and experiencing high levels of violenceand experiencing high levels of violence

(both in the home and in the public sphere)(both in the home and in the public sphere)

are risk factors for common mentalare risk factors for common mental

16 316 3

Table 2Table 2 Probable cases (Probable cases (nn¼255) and non-cases (255) and non-cases (nn¼802) of commonmental disorders in relation to social capital variables802) of commonmental disorders in relation to social capital variables

DimensionDimension StatementStatement Non-casesNon-cases

% who agree%who agree

with statementwith statement11

CasesCases

% who agree% who agree

with statementwith statement11

Trust in institutionsTrust in institutions22 The church provides a service whenever the community needs itThe church provides a service whenever the community needs it 9595 9292

The school provides a service whenever the community needs itThe school provides a service whenever the community needs it 8484 8080

The health centre provides a service whenever the community needs itThe health centre provides a service whenever the community needs it 7777 7676

The police provide a service whenever the community needs itThe police provide a service whenever the community needs it 4343 3737

The borough council provides a service whenever the community needs itThe borough council provides a service whenever the community needs it 7171 7373

The neighbourhood council provides a service whenever the community needs itThe neighbourhood council provides a service whenever the community needs it 5858 5353

Trust in peopleTrust in people33 There are neighbours in whom you can confide personal mattersThere are neighbours in whom you can confide personal matters 4545 4545

There are neighbours with whom you can leave the keys of your houseThere are neighbours with whom you can leave the keys of your house 8787 8787

There are neighbours with whom you can leave a family memberThere are neighbours with whom you can leave a family member 9191 8888

There are neighbours to whom you can lend things without worryingThere are neighbours to whom you can lend things without worrying 6767 5151

Themajority of neighbours don’t gossip maliciously about peopleThemajority of neighbours don’t gossip maliciously about people 2020 1313

Themajority of neighbours would return a lost wallet if they find itThemajority of neighbours would return a lost wallet if they find it 2323 2323

Themajority of neighbours don’t take advantage of peopleThemajority of neighbours don’t take advantage of people 3838 3333

People trust other neighboursPeople trust other neighbours 5050 3535

Social cohesionSocial cohesion44 People know each otherPeople know each other 9090 8787

People get on with each otherPeople get on with each other 5959 5050

People are closePeople are close 3939 3333

People often visit each otherPeople often visit each other 5353 5555

SolidaritySolidarity44 There are neighbours whowould support you if something unfortunate happened to youThere are neighbours whowould support you if something unfortunate happened to you 9090 9090

There are neighbours whowould help you financially if you lost your incomeThere are neighbours whowould help you financially if you lost your income 4848 4141

There are neighbours whowould give you information about the neighbourhoodThere are neighbours whowould give you information about the neighbourhood 8787 8585

There are neighbours whowould tell you about a work opportunityThere are neighbours whowould tell you about a work opportunity 7777 7070

There are neighbours whowould take care of other neighbours’ childrenThere are neighbours whowould take care of other neighbours’ children 8686 8181

There are neighbours whowould bewilling to help other neighboursThere are neighbours whowould be willing to help other neighbours 8787 8181

Social controlSocial control People would get together to intervene in problems between neighboursPeople would get together to intervene in problems between neighbours 5252 5858

People would get together to improve the security of the areaPeople would get together to improve the security of the area 7272 7474

People would get together to demand better health servicesPeople would get together to demand better health services 8080 8080

People would get together to improve the image of the neighbourhoodPeople would get together to improve the image of the neighbourhood 8080 8080

People would get together to prevent rubbish accumulationPeople would get together to prevent rubbish accumulation 8383 8181

People would get together to prevent drug use in public placesPeople would get together to prevent drug use in public places 6161 5959

People would get together to demand better schoolsPeople would get together to demand better schools 7777 8181

People would get together to report corruption within institutionsPeople would get together to report corruption within institutions 6868 6767

Civic participationCivic participation55 Local residents frequently talk to authorities or local organisationsLocal residents frequently talk to authorities or local organisations 7373 7373

People in this area vote in the local elections for mayorPeople in this area vote in the local elections for mayor 9494 9393

People in this area actively participate in electoral campaignsPeople in this area activelyparticipate in electoral campaigns 8888 8383

People participate in marchesPeople participate in marches 7272 6969

People vote in borough and neighbourhood electionsPeople vote in borough and neighbourhood elections 8888 8844

1. All percentages include ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ from a five-point Likert scale.1. All percentages include ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ from a five-point Likert scale.
2. In the factor analysis, trust in institutions was broken down into trust in state and trust in community institutions.2. In the factor analysis, trust in institutions was broken down into trust in state and trust in community institutions.
3.Trust in people was broken down into thin and thick trust (see text).3.Trust in peoplewas broken down into thin and thick trust (see text).
4. Social cohesion and solidarity emerged as one factor.4. Social cohesion and solidarity emerged as one factor.
5.Civic participationwas broken down into neighbours’ versus the respondent’s participation.5.Civic participationwas broken down into neighbours’ versus the respondent’s participation.
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16 416 4

Table 3Table 3 Probable cases (Probable cases (nn¼255) and non-cases (255) and non-cases (nn¼802) of commonmental disorders in relation to violence variables802) of commonmental disorders in relation to violence variables

DimensionDimension StatementStatement Non-casesNon-cases

% who agree%who agree

with statementwith statement11

CasesCases

% who agree% who agree

with statementwith statement11

Norms of violenceNorms of violence It is necessary to shout at a childIt is necessary to shout at a child 5353 6161

inside the homeinside the home1,51,5 It is acceptable for an adult to hit a childIt is acceptable for an adult to hit a child 5050 4848

It is acceptable for a man to slap his partnerIt is acceptable for a man to slap his partner 1111 1414

It is acceptable for a woman to slap her partnerIt is acceptable for a woman to slap her partner 3131 3737

If a woman is unfaithful to her partner, he has the right to hit herIf a woman is unfaithful to her partner, he has the right to hit her 2121 2828

If a man is unfaithful to his partner she has the right to hit himIf a man is unfaithful to his partner she has the right to hit him 2424 3434

Norms of violenceNorms of violence A person has the right to kill to defend his/her familyA person has the right to kill to defend his/her family 2828 3131

outside the homeoutside the home11 A person has the right to kill to defend his/her houseA person has the right to kill to defend his/her house 2424 2828

It is acceptable to kill people who are a threat to the communityIt is acceptable to kill people who are a threat to the community 2525 3434

If the authorities are weak, people have the right to take the law into their own handsIf the authorities are weak, people have the right to take the law into their own hands 4242 4343

Carrying a weaponmakes a person saferCarrying a weaponmakes a person safer 2828 3030

A person has the right to steal to feed his/her familyA person has the right to steal to feed his/her family 2323 2626

Violence againstViolence against Shouted angrily at a childShouted angrily at a child 5555 7272

childrenchildren2,32,3 Smacked a childSmacked a child 4343 5555

Hit a child with a belt, cable or other hard objectHit a child with a belt, cable or other hard object 2323 3131

Violence withinViolence within Shouted angrily at an adultmember of the fmailyShouted angrily at an adult member of the fmaily 4141 5858

the familythe family22 Been angrily shouted at by a family memberBeen angrily shouted at by a family member 6666 8282

Threatened to hurt an adult member of the familyThreatened to hurt an adult member of the family 77 1313

Someone in the family has threatened to hurt him/herSomeone in the family has threatened to hurt him/her 1111 2626

Hit an adult family memberHit an adult family member 55 1313

Someone in the family has hit him/herSomeone in the family has hit him/her 1717 3232

Partner violencePartner violence1,41,4 Shouted furiously at a partnerShouted furiously at a partner 5151 6767

Been furiously shouted at by a partnerBeen furiously shouted at by a partner 4444 6363

Victim of violenceVictim of violence Been insulted by someone in the areaBeen insulted by someone in the area 3737 5454

outside the homeoutside the home22 Been hitBeen hit 66 1515

Been woundedBeen wounded 44 88

Been robbedBeen robbed 1919 1919

Someone from the neighbourhood has threatened to hurt him/her or someone in his/her familySomeone from the neighbourhood has threatened to hurt him/her or someone in his/her family 1818 3232

Witness of violenceWitness of violence Seen someone being robbed in the neighbourhoodSeen someone being robbed in the neighbourhood 7474 8080

outside the houseoutside the house22 Seen someone being attacked or hitSeen someone being attacked or hit 6767 7777

Know someone in the neighbourhood who has been threatenedKnow someone in the neighbourhoodwho has been threatened 4141 5757

Know someone in the neighbourhood who has been woundedKnow someone in the neighbourhoodwho has been wounded 5454 7171

Know someone in the neighbourhood who has beenmurderedKnow someone in the neighbourhoodwho has beenmurdered 6060 7474

Know someone in the neighbourhood who has been a victim of sexual abuseKnow someone in the neighbourhoodwho has been a victim of sexual abuse 1616 2929

Perpetrator ofPerpetrator of Insulted anyoneInsulted anyone 4141 5858

violence outsideviolence outside Threatened to harm anyoneThreatened to harm anyone 99 1616

the homethe home22 Hit another personHit another person 2020 3232

Used force to make anyone do something which s/he wanted them to doUsed force to make anyone do something which s/he wanted them to do 66 1111

Consequences ofConsequences of Not been able to enjoy the recreational activities to which s/he is accustomedNot been able to enjoy the recreational activities to which s/he is accustomed 9393 8888

violence outsideviolence outside It is safer to move somewhere elseIt is safer to move somewhere else 9393 8888

the homethe home22 It is dangerous to go out at nightIt is dangerous to go out at night 9393 8888

The house’s security should be improvedThe house’s security should be improved 9696 9595

There aremore places in the neighbourhood that should be avoidedThere aremore places in the neighbourhood that should be avoided 9393 8899

1.Respondents who answered ‘strongly agree’ or ‘agree’.1.Respondents who answered ‘strongly agree’ or ‘agree’.
2.Respondents who answered ‘once’ or ‘more than once’.2.Respondents who answered ‘once’ or ‘more than once’.
3.Recall period of month. All other items are askedwith a1year recall period.3.Recall period of month. All other items are askedwith a1year recall period.
4.Only those respondents with partners are included:4.Only those respondents with partners are included: nn¼508 (non-cases),508 (non-cases), nn¼164 (cases).164 (cases).
5. In the factor analysis,‘norms of violence inside the home’ was broken down into norms relating to violence against child and partner respectively.5. In the factor analysis,‘norms of violence inside the home’ was broken down into norms relating to violence against child and partner respectively.
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disorders. Owing to the prominence of thedisorders. Owing to the prominence of the

gender factor, we conducted a separategender factor, we conducted a separate

multivariate analysis, not reported inmultivariate analysis, not reported in

full here, of the relationship betweenfull here, of the relationship between

gender and violence. Gender was notgender and violence. Gender was not

independently associated with witnessing,independently associated with witnessing,

being a victim of, or suffering thebeing a victim of, or suffering the

consequences of violence, but men wereconsequences of violence, but men were

significantly more likely to perpetratesignificantly more likely to perpetrate

violence.violence.

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

Comparing the quantitativeComparing the quantitative
and qualitative findingsand qualitative findings

Given the growing number of studies thatGiven the growing number of studies that

link poverty with common mental disorderslink poverty with common mental disorders

it is perhaps surprising that few of theit is perhaps surprising that few of the

proxy variables for poverty (except lack ofproxy variables for poverty (except lack of

education and working in the informaleducation and working in the informal

sector) emerge as significant in the quanti-sector) emerge as significant in the quanti-

tative research. In the qualitative research,tative research. In the qualitative research,

poverty emerged as a major cause ofpoverty emerged as a major cause of

tensions in the public and domestictensions in the public and domestic

domains. Here one young person describesdomains. Here one young person describes

tensions in the family:tensions in the family:

‘There are households that have good relations‘There are households that have good relations
inside, and there are the majority where thereinside, and there are the majority where there
are problems, and honestly in those moments,are problems, and honestly in those moments,
the distorting factor is money, because they arethe distorting factor is money, because they are
all living on top of one another, so there is noall living on top of one another, so there is no
money, they are not working, so the bills comemoney, they are not working, so the bills come
in and so the mother gets desperate and startsin and so the mother gets desperate and starts
being sarcastic and thekids answer back and thisbeing sarcastic and thekids answer back and this
is what leads to the breakdown in householdis what leads to the breakdown in household
harmony’.harmony’.

The fact that being a migrant wasThe fact that being a migrant was

associated with mental ill-health is in accor-associated with mental ill-health is in accor-

dance with focus group participants whodance with focus group participants who

often attributed the severe strain experiencedoften attributed the severe strain experienced

by migrants to poverty and discriminationby migrants to poverty and discrimination

(although interestingly family origins or(although interestingly family origins or

ethnicity did not emerge as a significant riskethnicity did not emerge as a significant risk

factor). Other socio-demographic variables,factor). Other socio-demographic variables,

such as age and religion, were not associatedsuch as age and religion, were not associated

with caseness either. Being a woman was thewith caseness either. Being a woman was the

most important demographic risk factor –most important demographic risk factor –

a finding that matches other studies (seea finding that matches other studies (see

below).below).

The prevalence of alcohol misuse wasThe prevalence of alcohol misuse was

15%, which is high compared with a CAGE15%, which is high compared with a CAGE

study of Colombians of 12–60 years, whichstudy of Colombians of 12–60 years, which

found 7% to be probable alcoholicsfound 7% to be probable alcoholics

(Centro de Estudies e Informacion en Salud,(Centro de Estudies e Información en Salud,

1996). Indeed focus group participants1996). Indeed focus group participants

spoke openly and frequently of alcoholspoke openly and frequently of alcohol

problems in their families and amongproblems in their families and among

neighbours. However, alcoholism did notneighbours. However, alcoholism did not

emerge as significant in the final model.emerge as significant in the final model.

In terms of social capital, focus groupIn terms of social capital, focus group

participants tended to describe relativelyparticipants tended to describe relatively

low generalised trust among residents oflow generalised trust among residents of

the community, higher trust in immediatethe community, higher trust in immediate

neighbours, relatively high solidarity andneighbours, relatively high solidarity and

social cohesion and moderate levels ofsocial cohesion and moderate levels of

social control and civic participation.social control and civic participation.

Although they made few specific links withAlthough they made few specific links with

mental health, it is noteworthy that gossipmental health, it is noteworthy that gossip

between neighbours was often blamed forbetween neighbours was often blamed for

causing stress and frustration among youngcausing stress and frustration among young

people. For one focus group participantpeople. For one focus group participant

such gossip is based on ‘anger, envy, mensuch gossip is based on ‘anger, envy, men

and women’ (Commune 14, 19–25 years).and women’ (Commune 14, 19–25 years).

Another complains: ‘they are envious ofAnother complains: ‘they are envious of

us because we have a house’ (Communeus because we have a house’ (Commune

14, 19–25 years). In the regression, none14, 19–25 years). In the regression, none

of the social capital factors was ultimatelyof the social capital factors was ultimately

associated with common mental disorders.associated with common mental disorders.

Although having norms that condonedAlthough having norms that condoned

violence was not associated with commonviolence was not associated with common

mental disorders, the perpetration ofmental disorders, the perpetration of

violence, whether in the home, against aviolence, whether in the home, against a

child or partner, or on the street, was asso-child or partner, or on the street, was asso-

ciated with poor mental health. Reports ofciated with poor mental health. Reports of

perpetration of violence, victimisation andperpetration of violence, victimisation and

witnessing violence inside and outside thewitnessing violence inside and outside the

home indicate that violence is a part ofhome indicate that violence is a part of

everyday life for many young people: 25%everyday life for many young people: 25%

had hit a child with a hard object in the pasthad hit a child with a hard object in the past

month; 20% had been hit by someone inmonth; 20% had been hit by someone in

their family during the past year; 23%their family during the past year; 23%

had hit someone in the past year; andhad hit someone in the past year; and

63% knew someone who had been mur-63% knew someone who had been mur-

dered in the past year. Discussions in focusdered in the past year. Discussions in focus

groups suggest that these figures may evengroups suggest that these figures may even

be under-reported, especially in termsbe under-reported, especially in terms

of perpetration of violence and violence inof perpetration of violence and violence in

the family. There does arise the questionthe family. There does arise the question

of whether there is a cultural norm ofof whether there is a cultural norm of

boasting about violence. The responses toboasting about violence. The responses to

the questions about norms of violencethe questions about norms of violence

(which often condemned violence) suggested(which often condemned violence) suggested

that this bias was not likely, and interviewersthat this bias was not likely, and interviewers

certainly did not perceive any. Being a victimcertainly did not perceive any. Being a victim

of violence within the family was associatedof violence within the family was associated

with common mental disorders. Duringwith common mental disorders. During

focus groups concentrating on familyfocus groups concentrating on family
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Table 4Table 4 Mental health logistic regressionmodelsMental health logistic regression models

ModelModel Exp(B)Exp(B)

(95% CI)(95% CI)

11

ConstantConstant 0.15***0.15***

Gender: femaleGender: female 4.10*** (2.87^5.89)4.10*** (2.87^5.89)

Education: completed secondary and other advanced studiesEducation: completed secondary and other advanced studies 0.48*** (0.30^0.75)0.48*** (0.30^0.75)

Works in informal sector for livingWorks in informal sector for living 1.58** (1.10^2.26)1.58** (1.10^2.26)

Works in formal sector for livingWorks in formal sector for living 0.69** (0.403^1.17)0.69** (0.403^1.17)

Education: some secondaryEducation: some secondary 0.75** (0.50^1.18)0.75** (0.50^1.18)

AlcoholmisuseAlcohol misuse 1.57* (1.06^2.32)1.57* (1.06^2.32)

22

ConstantConstant 0.21***0.21***

Gender: femaleGender: female 3.75*** (2.59^5.42)3.75*** (2.59^5.42)

Works in informal sector for livingWorks in informal sector for living 1.64** (1.13^2.37)1.64** (1.13^2.37)

Education: completed secondary and other advanced studiesEducation: completed secondary and other advanced studies 0.52** (0.32^0.84)0.52** (0.32^0.84)

Poor-quality housingPoor-quality housing 1.48* (1.05^2.11)1.48* (1.05^2.11)

MigrantMigrant 1.37* (1.01^1.87)1.37* (1.01^1.87)

High ‘thin’ trustHigh ‘thin’ trust11 0.81* (0.66^1.00)0.81* (0.66^1.00)

3322

ConstantConstant 0.01***0.01***

Gender: femaleGender: female 4.03*** (2.75^5.89)4.03*** (2.75^5.89)

Feels consequences of violenceFeels consequences of violence 1.51*** (1.21^1.89)1.51*** (1.21^1.89)

Victim of family violenceVictim of family violence 1.77*** (1.33^2.36)1.77*** (1.33^2.36)

Victim of neighbourhood violenceVictim of neighbourhood violence 1.81*** (1.36^2.40)1.81*** (1.36^2.40)

Education: completed secondary and other advanced studiesEducation: completed secondary and other advanced studies 0.49** (0.30^0.80)0.49** (0.30^0.80)

MigrantMigrant 1.41* (1.02^1.94)1.41* (1.02^1.94)

Works in informal sector for livingWorks in informal sector for living 1.51* (1.3^2.21)1.51* (1.3^2.21)

**PP550.05, **0.05, **PP550.01, ***0.01, ***PP550.001.0.001.
1. See text for definition of ‘thin’ trust.1. See text for definition of ‘thin’ trust.
2. Model excludes the partner violence factor.2. Model excludes the partner violence factor.
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issues, young people themselves expressedissues, young people themselves expressed

the stresses that family violence imposedthe stresses that family violence imposed

on them and their siblings. Similarly, beingon them and their siblings. Similarly, being

a victim of violence outside the home wasa victim of violence outside the home was

associated with mental ill health. Theassociated with mental ill health. The

consequences of violence (feelings of in-consequences of violence (feelings of in-

security) were also associated significantlysecurity) were also associated significantly

with common mental disorders. Nearly allwith common mental disorders. Nearly all

focus group participants expressed feelingsfocus group participants expressed feelings

of insecurity.of insecurity.

Putting the results into context ^Putting the results into context ^
comparisons with other studiescomparisons with other studies

In many developed countries the majorIn many developed countries the major

burden of disease for young people isburden of disease for young people is

mental ill health (Moonmental ill health (Moon et alet al, 1999). In, 1999). In

developing countries there are few good-developing countries there are few good-

quality data on the burden of mental illquality data on the burden of mental ill

health among young people, relative tohealth among young people, relative to

other risks such as accidents, homicides orother risks such as accidents, homicides or

infectious diseases. More population-basedinfectious diseases. More population-based

surveys of young people (a neglected agesurveys of young people (a neglected age

group in international health apart fromgroup in international health apart from

the consideration of the reproductive healththe consideration of the reproductive health

of young women) covering both physicalof young women) covering both physical

and mental health are needed. The 24%and mental health are needed. The 24%

prevalence of mental ill health found inprevalence of mental ill health found in

our study is high compared with otherour study is high compared with other

low-income, mixed-gender, mixed-agelow-income, mixed-gender, mixed-age

urban populations in developing countriesurban populations in developing countries

(Harpham(Harpham et alet al, 2003). The poverty and, 2003). The poverty and

demographic profile of the low-incomedemographic profile of the low-income

urban young person in Cali are similar tourban young person in Cali are similar to

those of young people in many other Latinthose of young people in many other Latin

AmericanAmerican cities (and in some cities fromcities (and in some cities from

other developing countries acknowledgedother developing countries acknowledged

to have striking similarities to Latin Amer-to have striking similarities to Latin Amer-

ican cities – for example, Johannesburg inican cities – for example, Johannesburg in

South Africa). The violence levels are prob-South Africa). The violence levels are prob-

ably higher than in many cities, but the re-ably higher than in many cities, but the re-

lationships identified between violence andlationships identified between violence and

mental health in our study may be generali-mental health in our study may be generali-

sable to other young people living insable to other young people living in

increasingly violent environments. Studiesincreasingly violent environments. Studies

such as this begin to explore the associa-such as this begin to explore the associa-

tions between different factors and thetions between different factors and the

mental health of young people. In termsmental health of young people. In terms

of socio-demographic variables, this studyof socio-demographic variables, this study

confirms the common finding that youngconfirms the common finding that young

women (as in Donaldwomen (as in Donald et alet al, 2000), young, 2000), young

people with alcohol misuse (Manchesterpeople with alcohol misuse (Manchester

City Council, 2004) and less educatedCity Council, 2004) and less educated

young people have higher levels of mentalyoung people have higher levels of mental

ill health.ill health.

We found that experiencing violence isWe found that experiencing violence is

associated with mental health problems.associated with mental health problems.

This confirms the findings of Mazza &This confirms the findings of Mazza &

Reynolds (1999) and the Canadian MentalReynolds (1999) and the Canadian Mental

Health Association (2003). Some health re-Health Association (2003). Some health re-

searchers have linked this association to thesearchers have linked this association to the

experience of overwhelming shame andexperience of overwhelming shame and

humilitation and suggest that vulnerabilityhumilitation and suggest that vulnerability

to violence is influenced by psychologicalto violence is influenced by psychological

defence mechanisms (Gilligan, 2000). It isdefence mechanisms (Gilligan, 2000). It is

also tempting to speculate that the hugealso tempting to speculate that the huge

economic inequities faced in Latin Ameri-economic inequities faced in Latin Ameri-

can cities, especially those with pronouncedcan cities, especially those with pronounced

poverty such as Cali, can lead to anger,poverty such as Cali, can lead to anger,

frustration and hopelessness, which canfrustration and hopelessness, which can

prompt both violence and depression/anxi-prompt both violence and depression/anxi-

ety. This is perhaps particularly true forety. This is perhaps particularly true for

young people. The mechanisms linking vio-young people. The mechanisms linking vio-

lence and mental ill health are likely to belence and mental ill health are likely to be

numerous and have reverse causalities builtnumerous and have reverse causalities built

in. For example, experiencing violence mayin. For example, experiencing violence may

cause depression which, in turn, maycause depression which, in turn, may

increase long-term difficulties (e.g. causeincrease long-term difficulties (e.g. cause

unemployment or break up with partner).unemployment or break up with partner).

One may speculate that this spirallingOne may speculate that this spiralling

down may prompt different norms regard-down may prompt different norms regard-

ing the acceptability of violent behaviouring the acceptability of violent behaviour

and thus may, in the long term, lead to vio-and thus may, in the long term, lead to vio-

lent behaviour itself. This area of thelent behaviour itself. This area of the

linkages between violence and mentallinkages between violence and mental

health among young people in conditionshealth among young people in conditions

of poverty requires more qualitativeof poverty requires more qualitative

research to inform potential interventionresearch to inform potential intervention

programmes.programmes.

Our findings were less definite concern-Our findings were less definite concern-

ing the relationship between social capitaling the relationship between social capital

and mental health in young people. Someand mental health in young people. Some

research has shown links between socialresearch has shown links between social

capital and mental health (McKenziecapital and mental health (McKenzie et alet al,,

2002). However, Lomas (1998), Harpham2002). However, Lomas (1998), Harpham

et alet al (2002) and Edmondson (2003) concur(2002) and Edmondson (2003) concur

that although there are hypotheses thatthat although there are hypotheses that
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONSCLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

&& The burden ofmental ill health among low-income urban young people in Cali,The burden ofmental ill health among low-income urban young people in Cali,
Colombia is particularly high for women and thosewith limited schooling.Colombia is particularly high for women and thosewith limited schooling.
Interventions could target these groups.Interventions could target these groups.

&& Mental ill health is associatedwith a wide range of experiences of violence.Mental ill health is associatedwith a wide range of experiences of violence.
Interventions to reduce violencemay improvemental health.Interventions to reduce violencemay improvemental health.

&& Mental health is associated with some elements of social capital, which suggestsMental health is associatedwith some elements of social capital, which suggests
that a socialmodel of intervening to improvemental health is appropriate.that a socialmodel of intervening to improvemental health is appropriate.

LIMITATIONSLIMITATIONS

&& Only one community/geographical areawas studied, therefore the relativeOnly one community/geographical areawas studied, therefore the relative
importance of contextual (community) versus compositional (individual) effectsimportance of contextual (community) versus compositional (individual) effects
could not be examined (i.e. therewas nomulti-levelmodelling).could not be examined (i.e. therewas nomulti-levelmodelling).

&& As the researchwas not longitudinal itwas notpossible to identify causal relations.As the researchwas not longitudinal itwas notpossible to identify causal relations.
Does depression cause violence or violence cause depression? Reverse causality is aDoes depression cause violence or violence cause depression? Reverse causality is a
potential problem, i.e. thosewho are depressedmay evaluate their surroundingspotential problem, i.e. thosewho are depressedmay evaluate their surroundings
negatively and have reduced coping skills thatmay lead to violence.negatively and have reduced coping skills thatmay lead to violence.

&& There is a potential bias due to the fact that individuals who are depressed and/orThere is a potential bias due to the fact that individuals who are depressed and/or
anxiousmay tend to perceive things (cohesion, trust and support) in away thatmightanxiousmay tend to perceive things (cohesion, trust and support) in away thatmight
not reflect real (‘objective’) levels of these features of a community.not reflect real (‘objective’) levels of these features of a community.
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social capital may influence mental health,social capital may influence mental health,

there is a lack of empirical research. Wethere is a lack of empirical research. We

found that in the context of conflict infound that in the context of conflict in

Cali, violence may have a greater influ-Cali, violence may have a greater influ-

ence than social capital on the mental illence than social capital on the mental ill

health of young people. In less violenthealth of young people. In less violent

environments, the importance of socialenvironments, the importance of social

capital in influencing mental ill healthcapital in influencing mental ill health

may be more pronounced.may be more pronounced.

Action to reduce violenceAction to reduce violence
and improve mental healthand improve mental health

In contrast to the public health approach,In contrast to the public health approach,

which mainly aims to reduce individual riskwhich mainly aims to reduce individual risk

factors through behaviour modifications, afactors through behaviour modifications, a

new approach to violence reduction is tonew approach to violence reduction is to

strengthen social capital (Moser & Schrader,strengthen social capital (Moser & Schrader,

1999). This follows from the multi-level1999). This follows from the multi-level

study of Sampsonstudy of Sampson et alet al (1997) in Chicago,(1997) in Chicago,

which found that high levels of socialwhich found that high levels of social

cohesion were linked to reduced violence.cohesion were linked to reduced violence.

In terms of policy and practice, can socialIn terms of policy and practice, can social

capital be strengthened to reduce violencecapital be strengthened to reduce violence

and improve the mental health of youngand improve the mental health of young

people? We are working with youth, com-people? We are working with youth, com-

munity based organisations and the munici-munity based organisations and the munici-

pal department in Cali to test this theory.pal department in Cali to test this theory.
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